Malformations due to presumed spontaneous mutations in newborn infants.
We conducted hospital-based surveillance of congenital malformations to determine the rate of apparently spontaneous single mutations leading to recognized phenotypes. Through surveillance of 69,277 infants with gestational ages of at least 20 weeks, we identified 48 infants (0.07 percent) with major malformations, with phenotypes that suggested that the malformations were due to single mutant genes. Family studies suggested that 11 of these infants (10 with autosomal dominant disorders and 1 with an X-linked condition) were affected as the result of a new (spontaneous) genetic mutation. The spontaneous mutation rates per gene were 0.7 x 10(-5) and 1.44 x 10(-5) for the disorders in which one and two infants were affected, respectively. In addition, 5 of the 10 infants with autosomal recessive malformations had negative family histories, but we were unable to infer the presence of spontaneous mutations in these cases. Because the family history was negative in 44.4 percent of the infants with disorders considered due to autosomal or X-linked genes, counseling should include the understanding that genetic disorders often occur unexpectedly among children of healthy parents.